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What is shopping?



“to visit places 
where goods are sold 
in order to look at 

and buy things”

Source: Merriam-Webster



The path to purchase is no longer linear

Bricks & Mortar Catalogue E-commerce Marketplaces M-commerce

‘On-my-terms shopping’ is now firmly embedded 

Visual search Simplified 
replenishment

Auto 
replenishment

Social shopping VR AR

Voice



A short decade ago…

The role of the store 
was transactional.

Drones, robots & 
voice technology 
sounded like 
science fiction.

Amazon was the 55th

largest global retailer.*

Multi-day 
lead times 
were 
acceptable.

Under 1 roof 
shopping made sense. Ownership trumped access.

Click & collect 
was virtually 
unheard of.

The iPhone turned 2.

E-commerce was the 
holy grail.

*Source: Deloitte Global Powers of Retailing, 2009



“The retail 
market is 

bifurcating.
You’re 

disrupting or 
someone’s 
disrupting 

you.”

- Sir Terry Leahy



Retail apocalypse – reality or myth?



Fundamental shifts in 
how and what we’re 

buying

• How: ubiquitous connectivity has led 
to growth of online/mobile and 
created today’s ‘on-my-terms’ shopper

• What: discretionary spend 
increasingly going towards 
experiences over material goods 



No surprise stores are closing at record rates

Overspaced with 
questionable 

relevance

Core category 
shift online

More nimble 
competitors





But death of 
the store is  

grossly 
exaggerated

• 90% of global retail sales still take place in a shop.

• Role of the store is evolving, not dying. 

• Undifferentiated will be exposed and 
underperformers weeded out.



Stores aren’t dying, pure-play e-commerce is.



Why are online retailers moving offline?

1. Structural economic advantages have disappeared. 

“No consumer in the world gets up in the morning and says ‘I’m going to buy some 
shoes online’ or goes into an electronics store and says ‘I’m going to buy a refrigerator 
offline’. - Terry von Bibra, Alibaba GM of Europe

3. Future of retail is blended.

2. The store is a billboard for the brand.

4. Stores are ripe for disruption.

5. Strengthen their ecosystem.



As digitally native brands move into 
the physical space…

…legacy retailers must work on 
overdrive to keep up.



The ‘Amazon Effect’?
Checkout-free stores Fast, free delivery

Try before you buy

Voice shoppingAuto-replenishment

In-fridge delivery

Digitally-integrated stores



Meanwhile, online shopping has become 
effortless.

• And, in the future, we’ll spend even less time buying 
the essentials.

• Our homes will do the boring stuff.
• Stores will have to get more exciting.



Where are we heading? A greater divergence between 
functional and fun shopping.



Role of store shifting from transactional to experiential



Experiential Collaborative

BlendedFrictionless

Learn

Work

Collect & return

Play

No queues

Borrow 

Same-day delivery 
fulfilment

Redefining the retail space

Ease of 
navigation

Hyper-personalised

Better visibility of 
store inventory

Concessions

Eat

Discover
Tech & digital 
partnerships

‘Retail as a service’



In summary

• Retail isn’t dying, 
mediocre retail is.

• Future of retail in one 
word? Blended.

• Embrace change or 
risk extinction. 


